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Our data center is the backbone of our processing, production, and shipment of 

product. Last year our data center experienced ten outages, which impacted both our top 

and bottom line, costing us millions. If you are willing to invest into a Tier III data center, 

then we will notice a serious decline in outages over time, which will more than pay for 

itself in three years. 

A Tier III data center is far superior to our current data center, providing us with 

an engine-generator power system. This protects against power failure, allowing our data 

center to perform during power failures, a feature that our Tier I data center does not 

have. The Tier III data center also has redundant capacity with multiple independent 

paths, meaning that our systems will be backed in case one path needs to be shut down 

due to maintenance or other unexpected circumstances. Each distribution path in a Tier 

III data center can be removed from our computer equipment without affecting how our 

equipment runs. Investing in a Tier III data center is extremely beneficial for our 

organization and will continue to provide us with a competitive edge. 

Every minute of downtime experienced within our company costs $14,800. Our 

Tier I data center is currently running with a 99.67% availability, meaning that over three 

years our data center will likely be down for a total of 5,203.4 minutes. That would cost 

our organization $77,010,320. With a new Tier III data center our availability increases to 

99.98%, leaving us with only 315.4 minutes of downtime over the three-year period. 

After subtracting your $35 million investment, you will be left with a return of 

$37,342,400 due to lack of downtime over 3 years. A Tier III data center is necessary for 

our rapidly growing business. 
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